
Wishing all of our
customers, partners
and colleagues a
wonderful festive
season. 
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Handling video, and embedded audio, in SDI has a lot of advantages. With
appropriate amplification you can send from one location to many; it is inherently
synchronous so you can cut between signals cleanly, and you can tap into a
connection at any point with a confidence monitor so you know you are getting the
right pictures and sound. Download the White Paper >

New White Paper: The Practical Solution to Handling Media Anywhere

Broadcast Engineer Al Delir has joined SipRadius as a Quality Assurance Manager. In
this role, Delir is responsible for maintaining the highest possible quality control
over testing activities, design, and technical specifications. An experienced
broadcast engineer, Delir comes to SipRadius with over 20 years of success in the
industry, with a focus on pre-sale engineering and design. He’s held senior-level
technical sales and management positions with video processing companies DVEO
and Mividi. Read more >

Broadcast Engineering Veteran, Al Delir, Joins SipRadius as Quality
Assurance Manager

LATEST NEWS

https://sipradius.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/SipRadius-White-Paper-The-practical-solution-to-handling-media-anywhere-.pdf
https://sipradius.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/SipRadius-White-Paper-The-practical-solution-to-handling-media-anywhere.pdf
https://sipradius.com/
https://sipradius.com/2023/11/28/broadcast-engineering-veteran-al-delir-joins-sipradius-as-quality-assurance-manager/


2023 EVENTS

SipRadius partnered with FOR-A to
present a transformative approach to IP
content transport and monitoring at NAB
New York. SOAR-A, powered by
SipRadius, is a high quality, very secure
and ultra-low latency media processing
and delivery platform. Read more >

FEATURED: RIST FORUM

SipRadius presented Coral Gateway, a
secure ultra-low latency IP encoding,
transport and routing gateway with
WebRTC playback based on CoralOS, a
military-grade secure operating system
greatly optimized for high-value
broadcast applications. Read more >

Content Live

NAB New York

First-time exhibitors at IBC2023, we
launched our revolutionary
M.aX™ range of products to facilitate real-
time, ultra-low latency, and highly secure
collaboration for international broadcast
and production teams. Read more >

IBC

We look forward to seeing you at our upcoming 2024 events. 

https://sipradius.com/2023/10/24/sipradius-partners-with-for-a-for-secure-low-latency-distribution-and-delivery-at-nab-new-york/
https://sipradius.com/2023/11/01/content-live/
https://sipradius.com/2023/08/30/librist-new-updates-for-v0-2-8-release-multi-connectivity-senders-eap-authentication-and-librist-ibc2023-meetup/


SOLUTIONS

As we look back on our journey, we're proud of the strides made with libRIST
Version 0.2.8 in collaboration with the RIST Forum. This release introduced
significant improvements, including multi-connectivity senders, EAP authentication,
and dynamic buffering. While IBC 2023 has come and gone, you can still learn more
about libRIST's unique implementations in the full article here.

Reflecting on libRIST Version 0.2.8

Scalable SDI and IP Portal 12G-SDI, 2110-
20/30/40, JPEG-XS, AV1, VP9, HEVC,
H.264, MPEG-2, HLS, RIST, SRT, WebRTC

View PDF

Encoding eXchange Portal Simultaneous
Encode and Decode 3G-SDI, JPEG-XS
over TS, HEVC, H.264, MPEG-2, HLS,

RIST, SRT, WebRTC

View PDF

M.aX EXP

CoralCoder

Designed specifically for the rapidly
evolving and demanding any service

anywhere remote production workflows.

View PDF

S.iPTV

View all our innovative solutions >

https://www.rist.tv/news/2023/9/5/rist-forum-announces-latest-librist-release-ahead-of-ibc-2023?ss_source=sscampaigns&ss_campaign_id=65573c4bddd8b51154e42a8b&ss_email_id=6568a5be484ad65ad31e03e6&ss_campaign_name=RIST+Newsletter%3A+The+Latest+News+from+RIST&ss_campaign_sent_date=2023-11-30T15%3A10%3A54Z
https://sipradius.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/Coral-PI-Sheet.pdf
https://sipradius.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/M.aX-EXP-PI-Sheet.pdf
https://sipradius.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/12/S.iPTV-PI-Sheet.pdf
https://sipradius.com/#products

